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I. General Description
NiceHandOmaha will show you the rank of your starting hand, so you could make a better choice
how to play Omaha. This includes Omaha, Omaha Hi/Lo, 5 Card Omaha, 5 Card Omaha Hi/Lo, Courchevel
and Courchevel Hi/Lo. The kind of limit: pot-limit, non-limit, etc. The software is designed both for
beginners and more experienced players. It calculates by starting hand the percentage of range, in which this
hand appears. The program calculates equity on the following streets vs. a random hand in the current street
and river, displays the number of straight outs and higher, determines the number of possible straights taking
into account Hero cards blocking. NiceHandOmaha is intended to be used while playing on PokerStars. It
"sees" a starting hand and board cards, makes calculation and displays it on the HUD (Head-Up Display)
panel. In total, the program displays 4 HUDs per game in Omaha and the same number in Omaha hi-low.
All players are interested in the question of the program using legality

when they play at the

PokerStars tables. We have received a letter from PokerStars with the requirements to the program
NiceHandOmaha. Now the program is in full compliance with these rules.
The program can be downloaded as a zip-archive. The archive contains quite a lot of files. They are:
NiceHandOmaha.exe itself, a file with HUD controlling program – HudManager.exe, 8 text files that
contain sorted starting combinations in Omaha for different cases and finally additional libraries and files.
File hud_settings.xml contains the settings.
File names with combinations start with ‘oh’ for Omaha hi and with ‘o8’ for Omaha hi-lo. There are
4 files for each type of play that put in order the hands vs. a random hand, in a three player game, in a 6-max
table game, and in a full ring table game. Files from ProPokerTools site are used as files with the hand
ordering:
http://propokertools.com/help/simulator_docs
To develop these files, complex software emulation of typical situations appearing in a game was
applied by ProPokerTools developers. Moreover, the game was conducted till the river based on the
reasonable assumptions about opponent hole cards and on their game tactics. The approach is described in
detail in the blog:
http://pokercoder.blogspot.ru/2006/07/towards-meaningful-ordering-of-hands.html
We recommend you to make a new folder for the program.
The start up screen of the NiceHandOmaha.exe is shown in Fig. 1-1
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Fig. 1-1 The start up screen
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II.

Working with the Program

You can request a trial version of NiceHandOmaha for 2 weeks meaning it can be used without any
restrictions for this period.
To use this program you need to install Microsoft libraries on your computer:
o Libraries Microsoft Visual C++ Redistributable 2015 (you can download it from the Microsoft
website clicking the link – download the 32bit version of the pack regardless of your operating
system);
o

Microsoft .NET Framework v.4 and upward.

If you have Windows 8.1 or newer installed, most likely, you do not have to install anything. Just try
to run the program. In case of failure, download and install the required libraries from Microsoft site. Run
the NiceHandOmaha.exe program with administrator rights. If you forget about this, the program will
remind you. Initially the program window looks as shown in Fig. 2-1.

Fig. 2-1 Initial view of program
A program interface is very simple:
o Top figures (white) – a duration of the session (hours : minutes);
o Hands (green figures) – the number of played hands per session;
o Start/stop timer button (is not yet available since you should specify your credentials in the
program settings);
o Pause timer button (it will be available after timer start);
o Game time alarm clock indicator (green dial) (initially it is not visible because the alarm clock is
not set);
o An alarm indicator of number of hands (gray speaker) (initially it is not visible because the alarm
clock is not set);
The program is very simple. First, you need to make a few simple settings. For this, right-click the
window and the context menu pop-up, as shown in Fig. 2-2,

Fig. 2-2 Context Menu
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select the 1st line - Common Settings.

Fig.2-3 General Settings
The Settings window is divided into 4 groups:
o Player – player account settings:


Poker site (PokerStars);



Nickname – your nickname on PokerStars site;



History – a PokerStars client folder, in which the client keeps history files;



Auto – auto-adjustment path settings button to a folder with history files.

o Appearance – appearance program settings:


Background – a background color of the window;



Time – a color of session duration figures;



Hand – a color of figures of number of played hands per session;



Size – a size of the program window (you can choose one of three options: Small, Medium,
Large);



Opacity – Opacity (from 100% when the window is opaque, to 0% when the window is
completely transparent).

o Alarm Hands – alarm settings by the number of hands:


Alarm Hands – check mark when you need an alarm clock (if the alarm is set, the window
will display dynamics on the upper left corner);



Hands – a number of played hands, after which the alarm clock should work;



Sound file – a filename (or a full path to the file, unless it is close to the exe-file of program)
of audio signal (only *.wav files); If the field is left blank, it will be a default built-in audio
signal that you can hear by clicking

;

o Alarm time – playing time alarm settings:
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Alarm time – check mark when you need an alarm clock (if the alarm is set, the window will
display dynamics on the upper left corner);



Time – amount of time, after which the alarm clock should work;



Sound file – a filename (or a full path to the file, unless it is close to the exe-file of program)
of audio signal (only *.wav files); If the field is left blank, it will be a standard built-in audio
signal that you can hear by clicking

.

It is recommended to choose Medium size instead of Small. After that find and click Auto button and
the program will find a PokerStars’ working folder. Nickname field can be left blank. Check the data and
click OK.

Fig. 2-4 A result of Auto button action
Now choose the type of Omaha what you play. Open the context menu again and select the 2nd line
Omaha Settings. The default game is set to ordinary Omaha 6-max.
The Fig. 2-5 shows addition of the 5 Card Omaha to the game. Click the Apply button when done.

Fig. 2-5 Omaha settings dialog
Please mark the game types that you are going to play during the session using tick boxes. For
Courchevel use the 5 Card Omaha option. Do not tick unnecessary game types as it requires more resources
to be used. Also we recommend that you use the default 6-handed setting.
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The program has prepared set of styles that you can change if you wish. It's better if you change
nothing in the program at the beginning. If you still want to set your style, we recommend you to do it out of
play session. Although you can make it during the play. The new styles will be automatically picked up by
the program. To do this, find the Hud Manager program in the system tray on the icon

and open it

by double click.

Fig. 2-6 Hud Manager program window
Here you can set HUD styles. Press the Style Settings and you'll see the following dialog.

Fig. 2-7 Default style settings
In this window you can configure a default style for HUDs. It will be applied to the situations that do
not fall into the User styles. Its settings will be discussed further. Note that a transparency, a font size and a
Bold property will be set for all the styles. All custom styles differ from the default only in font color and
background color. The following figure shows a window for custom styles settings.
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Fig. 2-8 User style settings
The program contains a custom style for a preflop (Preflop), an overall style for an equity on a postflop (Equity), style for your hand outs (HAND) and style for straight (STRAIGHT).
Now you can minimize Hud Manager and complete HUD settings. Return to the NiceHandOmaha
program. Choose the 3rd line HUD Settings in a context menu (Fig.2-2) and you will see

Fig. 2-9 HUD Settings dialog
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Hide preflop HUD on flop is set by default. Enabling this option hides HUD with a strenght of
starting hand when the flop comes down. The 2nd option (Hide default HUD) remained from the previous
version and it's not used now. The third option (Hide equity HUD on turn) prohibits the withdrawal of equity
on the turn and river. The 4th option (Always hide equity HUD) prohibits the withdrawal of equity on all
streets.
The bottom left section of the window has the options for the display of straights. The ”Hide if
straights are not possible” switches off any display if there are no straights possible.
The number 3 indicates that the three top straights will be displayed. If there are more possible
straights, the output will have an ellipsis in it. By default, the straights that are blocked with your cards will
be displayed in the same color as the straights that are not. The blocked straights are marked with “(b)”, e.g.
QJ(b).
There is an option to display the blocked straight in a different color in the “Color for blocked
straight” button. In the following examples, the blocked straights will be displayed in red.
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Ш. Omaha HUD Examples
To start the program click an icon Play (a small triangle at the bottom left) (Fig. 2-1). Alternatively,
you can select an autorun option (Start at program startup) in a Settings window (Fig. 2-3).
A HUD can be moved using drag and drop with either left or right button. Dragging the bottom right
corner changes the size of the HUD. There are more settings accessible through the hud_settings.xml file. If
you need more fine tuning, please contact the support team.

Fig. 3-1 A weak hand (left) and a strong hand (right)
The Fig. 3-1 shows the default HUD style. The style can be altered and the HUD can be position to
your liking as in the next screenshot.
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Fig. 3-2 A hand with a HUD under your cards
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Fig. 3-3 Four of a Kind on a flop
Here the top HUD gives us our hand equity when the flop is open on the flop and on the river.
Equity on a flop considered as sorting out of all 4-card combinations that your opponent can have. That
number is accurate because the program sorts out it in a split second. The number of combinations is
148 995, which is a small value for modern computers.
For an accurate calculation of equity on a river you need to sort out 148 995 * 820 = 122 175
900, that's not possible in a game. Therefore, the program makes a random sample from a million
combinations, so the equity on the river is an approximate, but our comparisons with the exact values have
shown that when such a sample is achieved by the accuracy of a few tenths of a percent. For practical
purposes, it's quite enough. These two equity can approximately be a guide for the line of the game.
We caught a Four of a Kind, so our equity on the flop is 100%. However, why it's not 100%
on the river? If someone has 7 and 8 clubs on hand and 6 clubs comes on the turn or on the river our Four of
a Kind will be beaten. Hopefully, it will not happen!
Consider the following example.

Fig. 3-4 Nuts draw with 13 outs on the flop
The bottom HUD shows the amount of available outs for straight and up to one incoming card. Now
we have a pair of sevens. TO (Total Outs) – the total number of outs, where the denominator indicates outs
on the nuts. All 13 outs are for the straight and all the outs give us a nuts straight.
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Fig. 3-5 More HUDs on a flop
Here we have just 12 outs: 5 of them are nuts and 3 outs for the straight, that is not nuts, 1 out for a
straight flush, 8 outs for a flush and 4 of them are nuts. Also, you can see that nothing prevents to use a
program for display statistics. We see that Hold’em Manager 2 can be used with NiceHandOmaha.

Fig. 3-6 More HUDs on a flop
We will often have a large number of outs on turn as on the following figure. It is clear that in course
of the game especially on the several tables it is difficult to calculate all this without the program.
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Fig. 3-7 HUDs on a turn
The following screenshot shows an example of the straight HUD during turn. My strongest
hand does not look too strong with its equity against a random hand of 65.8%. However our opponent hasn’t
come to this situation with a random hand. In this situation the equity HUD should help up make the right
decision.

Fig. 3-8 HUDs on a turn
The number of straights is calculated based on 2 cards of the opponent. Calculating using all 4 cards
yields large (4 digit) numbers that are harder to use in a game. The HUD shows that the JT pair gives a
straight. If we did not have the pair of tens, then there would have been 16 (4*4) pairs. Because we have two
tens, then 8 (4*2) of the combinations are blocked, which results in 8 (4*2) possible JT combinations.
The following picture shows that we have a straight and that a higher blocked T7 straight T9876 is
possible.
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Fig. 3-9 HUDs on a river

Fig. 3-10 Hole cards block high straight
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IV.

Using the Program for Omaha Hi/Lo

To play Omaha Hi/Lo it is necessary to select the Omaha Hi/Lo in the settings dialog for Omaha
(Fig. 2-5). The program will read special Hi/Lo file and will continue to calculate all equity considering low
combinations. Outs for low combinations will be added to HUDs with outs.

Fig. 4-1 A weak hand considering the low (left) and a strong hand (right)

Fig. 4-2. You have no low hand but you have chances to low combination
Here we have no low and there is no chance for nut low. The following figure shows that we
also have no ready low hand, but we have 20 outs on the low and 14 of them are nuts.
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Fig. 4-3 There are good chances for Nut low

Fig. 4-4 The Nut low
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V.

5 Card Omaha and Courchevel Poker Use

Fig. 5-1 Hand strength for 5 Card Omaha

Fig. 5-2 Hand strength for Courchevel
For Courchevel, the HUD displays the power of the hand for the 5 card Omaha against a random
hand as well as against a random hand with the first flop card (flopet).

Fig. 5-3 A very strong hand on a flopet
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In other situations, the Courchevel HUDs are the same as the 5 Card Omaha. All HUDs for 5 Card
Omaha and Courchevel have the same view as in ordinary Omaha (4 cards) in flop, turn and river.

.
Fig. 5-4 Common view of HUDs with 5 hole cards
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VI.
To register, click the button

Program Registration

at the bottom center (Fig. 2-4). Then a dialog box opens as shown

in Fig. 6-1.

Fig. 6-1 License request dialogue.
There is a Base level down in a License policy. You can see the price on website
http://newpokersoft.com/.
After that you have to click a Create Request File button. After a license request file is created, send
it to newpokersoft@gmail.com. You will receive LicenseForNiceHandOmaha.lic file, which should be
placed in a folder with NiceHandOmaha.exe file.
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Fig. 6-2 There is the license of Gold level
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VII. Usage in the Game
Let us repeat that the program meets all requirements of PokerStars. This is not a common word and
we had received a specific letter with the requirements to the program.
Note that the program NiceHandOmaha takes information from the PokerStars client. There are
various programs of this kind. The techniques used in these programs are highly nontrivial and can interfere
with the joint use of such programs. Naturally, the developers of programs do not share the techniques they
use. We checked out a joint work of our program with the well-known program StarsHelper, and no
problems were found.
We also checked a joint work with TableOptimizer, and here we faced some issues, but only in case
when TableOptimizer runs before NiceHandOmaha. We recommend the following order of launching
programs. First of all run the PokerStars client. After that launch NiceHandOmaha. Now you may start
TableOptimizer and StarsHelper (although, I repeat, there were no conflicts with the latter). At the end of a
gaming session, everything should be closed in reverse order. First, you need to close TableOptimizer and
StarsHelper, then NiceHandOmaha, and, lastly, the PokerStars client.
Holdem Manager and Poker Tracker do not inject into the PokerStars client, so that is safe to use too.
Why do you have to start NiceHandOmaha first? The answer is simple: the program does not affect
the poker room client, it simply “listens” to it. So the software requires only the original unmodified client.
On the other hand, since NiceHandOmaha does not change the client, it does not affect the other programs.
Also it is important from the security point of view. It is better to enter your password before you
run any other programs. This practice should become a habit.
We also do not guarantee operating capability of the program after release of new versions of the
PokerStars client, because they can change the internal structure from which we take the data. In the case of
changes, we certainly will make every effort to fix the program.
At the moment, we are working on tournaments. Which leads to more available data. Try to use the
software in a tournament and if the HUD is no displayed, please send us the NiceHandOmaha.log file and
we will do our best to add the missing functionality into the software.
Your comments and suggestions relative to functionality and interface of the program as well as
various proposals for other programs for Omaha can be sent to a customer support:
@gmail.com.
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